Detection turning points in unimodel has various applications to time series which have cyclic periods. Related techniques are widely explored in the field of statistical surveillance, that is, on-line turning point detection procedures. This paper will first present a power controlled turning point detection method based on the theory of the likelihood ratio test in statistical surveillance. Next we show how outliers will influence the performance of this methodology. Due to the sensitivity of the surveillance system to outliers, we finally present a wavelet multiresolution (MRA) based outlier elimination approach, which can be combined with the on-line turning point detection process and will then alleviate the false alarm problem introduced by the outliers.
Introduction
Time series which show periodic character are often used to model cyclical behavior in the expansion and recession of business cycles in economics, and detection the turning points of each cycle in the on-going process in a timely and precise fashion will be advantageous for future strategic decisions. Especially when we already have a related leading indicator which shows similar but advanced periodical dynamics to the index of interest, prompt and accurate detection of turning points in the leading indicator will give valuable signals for the prediction of the series of interest. Related research is being explored in the theory of statistical 1 The author gratefully acknowledges funding from the Swedish Research Council (421-2009-2663) 1 surveillance, which aims to give out alarms as soon as the data information accumulates evidence to a level sufficient to prove the occurrence of a changing point. Based on different ways of defining turning points and measurements of the data, there exist various methodologies to build test statistics which will give out alarms when they exceed certain threshold values. Most test statistics are built on the theories of the likelihood ratio, posterior distributions, or hidden Markov chains. The comparison of different methods is exhaustively examined in Andersson et al. (2005) . This paper will mainly consider a turning point detection methodology utilizing the likelihood ratio method: SRlin method which is derived by Shiryaev-Roberts (SR) technique. The test will be constructed in a way which can control the power of the alarm system, that is to control its ability of giving out the alarm in time when a turning point actually occurs. This test statistic has the advantages of easy application and straightforward interpretation, and it is also flexible to the demand of the appliers based on their own criteria of power control.
Although the surveillance system performs well under the restrictions of parametric model and i.i.d. normal error, the non-stationarities of the time series will always affect the property of the alarm test statistic. The consequences of various non-stationarities such as seasonality and trend behavior are carefully examined in Andersson et al. (2006) . However, the problem of outliers has not yet aroused enough attention although an outlier is quite easy to be misunderstood as some kinds of turning point for an on-line testing procedure. Moreover, an outlier detection methodology in statistical surveillance calls for a higher demand of technique than the normal outlier elimination methodology as we need to combine the outlier elimination on-line with turning point detection. Therefore we need a technique which can detect the outlier on-line as well as give out alarms for the real turning point as soon as possible. In this paper we introduce a methodology based on wavelet multi-resolution analysis (MRA), which can reach this goal easily and efficiently. This paper mainly deals with three topics: the construction of the power controlled test statistic in the surveillance system, the influence of the outliers, and a wavelet methodology to eliminate the negative effect of the outliers. According to the three topics, the rest of this paper will be organized as follows: Section 2 will introduce the underlying model for the turning point detection systems, the test statistic and an evaluation criterion. Section 3 will illustrate how the outlier will influence the whole detection procedure and Section 4 will show how the wavelet approach can eliminate the influence of outliers. The conclusion will be in the last section. 
Turning point detection system based on likelihood ratio method
where 0 1 1 β , 1 β and 1 δ can be estimated from the historical data. The rest of the paper will adopt this parametric linear assumption as it is straightforward enough to illustrate the above mentioned three topics. We will see in the later part of the paper, as the likelihood ratio test is quite robust to the underlying model structure and the error distribution, the result from this linear symmetric model can be easily extended to other parametric models or even nonparametric cases, and for related research, the reader can be referred to Frisén (1994) and Andersson et al. (2006) .
Alarm statistics
A surveillance system is constructed on two main elements: test statistic and alarm limit. At each decision time s , let s Χ denote the filtration generated by X till time s , and s x τ denote the information generated by X from time τ to s . Then the likelihoods for the two events
, and the likelihood ratio based test surveillance system will give out an alarm as soon as: 
with k being a positive constant which is chosen to satisfy certain evaluation criteria. The expression of alarm k is actually deduced in a way which lets the likelihood ratio based method be equivalent to a posterior probability based method where the alarm rule is ( )
, and the proof is as follows:
It is obvious that in the determinations of both i w and alarm k we need to know the distribution of the turning point time τ . When no reliable distribution is available, Shiryaev (1963) and Roberts (1966) proposed a method which assumes a non-informative prior distribution for τ , and let ( ) P t τ = be equal for all t . Therefore, the resulting alarm statistic has equal weights and the test statistic is:
For the linear specified model in (II) and under the assumption that the unimodel is symmetric with 1 1 δ β = , the test statistic becomes:
In an on-line surveillance detection system, an alarm is given as soon as ( ) SRlin s exceeds the
, which turns out to be a constant and can be determined by simulations based on certain size-controlled or power-controlled criteria. In the next section, we will propose a criterion which can control the power of the test and decide alarm k by Monte
Carlo simulations, with the power corresponding to the ability of the system to give out an alarm as soon as the turning point appears.
Alarm limits and related criteria to evaluate the performance of system
Without knowing the distribution of τ , the alarm limit alarm k can be determined by fixing a certain criterion for evaluating the performance of the alarm statistics. In the statistical hypothesis testing framework contains null hypothesis 0 H and alternative hypothesis A H . In a statistical surveillance system, 0 H is interpreted as that there is no turning point till the current time and s X belongs to phase D while A H asserts that a turning point already occurred and s X belongs to phase C . Thus here the size is related with false alarms when no turning point occurs and power will correspond to the alarm delay after a turning point has already appeared. Then alarm k can be chosen either by fixing the size or by controlling the power. As long as alarm k is determined, the detection system can be evaluated by comparing the other type of index which corresponds to power or size. In Gan (1993) and Andersson (2002) , alarm k is chosen from simulation by controlling the median run length (MRL) until a false alarm and it is a size-fixed method as it assumes no turning point has occurred during the whole surveillance period. In the following sections we will investigate the influence of the outlier on false early alarms, which is to compare the sizes before and after the outlier occurs, thus we need to choose alarm k in a power-fixed method. Here the power is defined as the probability that the alarm will ring with only a one step delay after the turning point actually occurs. Suppose the whole series has T observations, this power criterion is:
( 1) ( ( 1) ) ...
Monte Carlo simulation shows that in the likelihood ratio based approach, as long as the underlying parametric model is fixed, alarm k will be stable regardless of the actual turning point time. Thus we only need to set a T which can give a stable alarm k . The detail procedure to compute alarm k is that: we set τ increase from 1 to T , for each τ we carry out 10000 simulations and get the "1-power" quantile of 
Simulation result from Monte Carlo experiments
The parameters for the underlying linear model are set as 0 1 1 β β = = . To decide alarm k , we set 1 σ = , power = 0.8 and T = 30 which is large enough for the stability of alarm k . Based on a fixed power and its corresponding alarm limit alarm k , we can evaluate the size of this test system, which is the probability that the system will give out a false alarm before any turning point occurs, and it can be measured by the average length and rate of the false early alarm before the actual turning point. Here we choose the power to be equal to 0.8 as this corresponds to a low size and the system can then avoid a high early false alarm rate. On the other hand, we can still investigate the property of the power for the alarm system by way of evaluating the actual delay length and rate, as alarm k is chosen by just fixing the delay at a length equal to one. Monte Carlo simulation is applied to assess the power-fixed test system.
In the Monte Carlo experiment, we simulate three different series which follow the dynamics in the linear model (II) with the actual turning points time turn T set to be 5, 30, and 50. It is also interesting to investigate how the volatility will influence the test system, thus we set In Table 2 .4.1, the index's length and rate correspond to the average length and occurrence frequency for a false early alarm or an alarm delay in 1000 replications. Thus Table 2 .4.1
shows that under the restrictions of i.i.d. normally error and linear symmetric model, the alarm system is alert as well as accurate with a short delay and quite low false alarm percentage: lower than 1%. The change of variance does not have much influence on the size property while in the power perspective, higher variance will bring about a longer delay, and this is due to the higher variance's confounding the likelihood value and the system may wait
+ is large enough to trigger the alarm. However, compared to the false alarm length, the alarm delay is quite short: lower than 4 for all cases, and for ~[0.5,1.5] U σ , the system is quite alert with very short delay length: less than 2. This good behavior of the surveillance system is due to the strict restrictions that the parametric model is already known and the error is i.i.d. normal. Loosening the restrictions will always degrade the performance of the alarm system and lots of efforts have been devoted to resolve the problems aroused by less restricted data. Among them, Frisén (1994) discussed the consequence of unsuitably specified parametric models and introduce a nonparametric method. Andersson et al. (2006) had a wide exploration of the influences brought up by autocorrelation errors, seasonal effects, and a long time trend. However, after closer scrutiny of this turning point detection procedure, we see that if an outlier that has the same turning direction appears before the actual change appears, the system may give out a false early alarm as it will misidentify this outlier as a turning trend. The next sections will discuss the problems brought in by the outliers as well as how to improve the test when the data is polluted by outliers. , where ω is the magnitude of the disturbance and ( ) I t is an index function which is 1 at the outlier appearance time and 0 otherwise. In an on-line peak detection procedure, if a down biased outlier appears, the detection mechanism may misidentify it as a downwards turning point and give out an early false alarm although the main trend of the series is still upwards. The following simulations add one outlier at a random time before the turning point occurs with 3 levels of magnitudes of the outliers where ω is set to be 1.5 , 3 σ σ − − , and 5σ − . The influence of the outlier will be illustrated clearly by using one turning point case with turn T =30 and ~[0.5,1.5] U σ . The total length for the whole series is set to be 60. We examine the system again by 1000 Monte Carlo replications as 1000 replications can already give out stable false early alarm and alarm delay rate. The result is as follows: Table 3 .2.1 shows that for when ω = 1.5σ − , the system is almost not influenced with a still very low false alarm rate. When ω = 3σ − , the problem of the outliers begin to appear with an obviously higher false alarm rate and when ω = 5σ − , the alarm rate rises significantly to even around 80% when ~[0.5,1.5] U σ . Table 3 .2.1 also shows that for ω = 3σ − and ω = 5σ − , the larger σ is, the less will the system be influenced by the outlier, such as when ω = 5σ − , the false alarm rate will be lower when ~[2.5,3.5] U σ than the false alarm rate when ~[1.5, 2.5] U σ . However, this is not due to the system's being more robust to the outliers with higher σ level, but can be explained as larger σ will confound the likelihood value and the alarm is not that easy to be triggered compared to data with lower σ .
The influence of outlier
Generally speaking, when carrying out online turning point detection, it is important to correct the outlier in order to eliminate its negative influence. However, detection outlier in an on-line surveillance procedure requires a more tricky methodology as it needs to combine the outlier detection procedure on-line with turning point detection and correct it as soon as it appears.
Some traditional outlier detection approaches which need the whole series of data or nearby observations such as kernel regression are not suitable. This paper will introduce a wavelet based method which can achieve the required detection and correcting demands in the surveillance system as it can handle the data on-line. The main advantage of this wavelet approach is that it can analyze data in both the time domain and the frequency domain and thus possesses good localization identifications in both time and scale. Therefore, for a series which shows non-stable or non-stationary aspects such as structure break, discontinuities or data spike, wavelet methodology will be an elegant algorithm to be adopted.
Wavelet based outlier correction methodology

A brief introduction to wavelets and wavelet multiresolution
The main drawback of Fourier transformation is that it can not maintain the information of the time domain and will be unsuitable for signals with irregular behavior such as spikes or data breaks. The wavelet transformation adopts a basis of spatially localized functions as its transform filter. Then based on wavelet filtering of the original signal through shifting and dilations, the wavelet transformation can capture the characteristics of data series both in the frequency domain and the time domain. A brief introduction of the wavelet methodology is as follows:
Corresponding to sinusoidal waves in the Fourier transform, the wavelet basis functions { } , : , k j k j ψ ∈  used in the wavelet transform are generated by translations and dilations of a basic mother wavelet 2 ( ) L ψ ∈  and can be expressed as Vidakovic (1999) , Percival and Walden (2000) , and Gençay et al. (2001) .
Wavelet based method to correct for outliers in an on-line surveillance system
As outliers belong to the microscopic detail of the signal, it is reasonable to analyze it in the wavelet detail, which is most sensitive to the local behavior of the signal. There already exist literatures on the wavelet outlier detection: such as Canan and Huzurbazar (2002) and Aurea et al. (2009) . The main idea of these papers is to set a threshold for the wavelet detail coefficient of the original observations or the residuals from the specified model. The outlier can be detected when the detail coefficients surpass the threshold and later be corrected after an inverse wavelet transformation. In our system of surveillance analysis, we need to specify the underlying model of the upward trend ( ) D s and that of the downward trend ( ) C s , thus the residual based method is not suitable as we have no idea which pre-model is specified first.
Instead we take the wavelet detail j D directly from the original data to check if it is outside a certain threshold level. The first level wavelet detail is taken as it captures the finest information of the signal and will be most sensitive to the outliers. Thus we set J =1 in the wavelet transform which results in decomposition 1 1 D S Χ = + . More straightforwardly, for an outlier polluted series, the following figure shows how the wavelet detail can be used to detect the outlier: Step 1: Based on all the available observations 1 1 ... t x x + , we use the wavelet decomposition to decompose the series into wavelet detail 1 D and wavelet smooth 1 S .
Step 2 Step 3: Set The new series ' X maintains the original structure of the observations X but with the suspicious outlier point corrected, and we can also know when the outlier appears from the information given in 1 D . For the outlier polluted series in section 3, we apply the procedure based on the above 3 steps. As when ω = 1.5σ − , the system is almost not influenced by the outliers, we only carry out the correlation procedure for ω = 3σ − and ω = 5σ
− . Monte Carlo simulation based on 1000 replications giving the following table: Compared with Table 3 .1, the false alarm rates in Table 4 − , the false alarm rates are still not very low even after the wavelet filtering, but in those cases the outliers are easily noticed visually when more observations are added. Thus by combining the wavelet detection and visual impression together, the outlier problem can be reduced significantly in the surveillance process. Table   4 .2.1 also shows that the corresponding alarm delay rates are higher by using ' X instead of applying original data X . As the delay lengths are quite moderate, this higher delay rate problem is not serious compared with the problems brought up by false alarm with its length being easily larger than 10.
Conclusion
This paper concentrates on three issues: first a power controlled on-line turning point detection system is proposed in Section 2 and we show this methodology performs well with the ability to give out timely alarms after only short delays. Section 3 points out that the decent behavior of this method is degraded by an outlier, which brings about a high false early alarm rate. To solve this problem, we next apply a wavelet multiresolution (MRA) based online outlier elimination method in Section 4, both the visual figures and the simulation results
show that this methodology can reduce the influence of the outlier considerably. Generally speaking, the wavelet based approach has the advantage of being able to detect and correct the outlier on-line with turning point monitoring as the data process continues. Moreover, although the whole analysis in this paper is based on a linear parametric model, the same technologies can be extended to another unimodel quite easily. We only need to change the likelihood function in Section 2, and all the methodologies are fairly robust to the underlying unimodel structure.
